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Chapter – One

Introduction

1.1 General Background

Language is a means of communication through which, information, ideas,

etc. are shared. It is systematically formed with different sounds, words, phrases,

clauses and sentences. The speech sound is the minimal part of the word. The

formation of any word is impossible without speech sound. Sounds are combined to

form a word, words to form phrases and phrases get combined to form clauses. The

clauses in turn are combined to form sentences that make a whole discourse. Speech

sounds, therefore, form the foundation of language system. According to speech

sound system, sounds are classified into vowels sounds and consonant sounds. This

study is based on the comparison between English and Nepali fricative consonant

sounds. To find out the similarities and as well as differences between them, is the

main focus of the study.

The World Encyclopedia Vol. 12 defines language as:

Language is human speech, either spoken or written. It is the most

common system of communication. It allows people to talk to each

other and to write their thoughts and ideas. The word language may be

loosely used to mean any system of communication, such as traffic

lights or Indian smoke signals. But the origin of the word shows its

basic use. It comes from the Latin word lingua, meaning tongue. And a

language still is often called a tongue. Wherever there is human

society, there is language. Most forms of human activity depend on the

co-operation of two or more persons. A common language enables

human beings to work together in an infinite variety of ways.
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Language has made the development of advanced technological

civilization possible. Without language for communication, there

would be little or no science, religion, commerce, government, art

literature and philosophy. Scholars have determined that there are

about 3,000 languages spoken in the world today. This number does

not include dialects (local forms of a language). (49)

Language is an essential aspect of human life. The above text emphasizes the

importance of language in human life and human society.

Thousands of languages that come from different families are spoken in the

world. Nepali and English languages belong to the same, Indo- European family.

Nepali language is derived from Sanskrit language, one of the branches of Indo-

European languages. Vedic Sanskrit is supposed to be the first Aryan language. Four

Vedas are also written in Sanskrit language.

Sanskrit and Germanic languages are Indo- European family. Nepali is a

descent from Sanskrit and English from Germanic. The World Encyclopedia Vol.12

states that both these languages are from the same family- Indo European (52). So,

comparative study is significant.

Language conveys thoughts, feelings, ideas, etc. It is expressed through speech

or writing. It consists of three levels: Phonological level, grammatical level and

semantic level. The phonological level deals with how the sounds are produced, how

they function and how the words are pronounced. The phonological level is the

primary step of language. English has different sound system than Nepali. Most of the

alphabets in Nepali are sounds. But English alphabets are pronounced differently. For

example ‘th’ alphabets becomes / / in ‘thin’ and /ð/ in ‘this’ or the alphabet ‘c’

becomes /k/ in ‘cough’, /s/ in ‘pencil’ and it has /ts/ sound in ‘pitch’.
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Nepali is the official language and the mother tongue of more than half of the

total population of Nepal and it is the main lingua franca of the Nepali people.

Different dialects of Nepali are spoken in different places of Nepal and abroad. The

dialects differ in syntactic and phonetic levels according to different geographical or

social variations. The Nepali dialects spoken in Gurung society differs from the

dialects spoken in Magar society. Likewise, the dialects spoken in Newar society of

the western region is different from the dialects spoken in Newar society in eastern

region so, to avoid confusion the standard Nepali language has been selected for this

study. By standard Nepali language, it is taken as a pure Nepali found in the written

form by the educated people, in mass media, legislation and universities.

English is an international language which has encircled all the people in the

world. It is also used as contact language among the people who are not even native

speakers.

Speech sounds of all languages are classified into two categories which are

defined as a ‘vowel’ if there is no obstruction and no narrowing of a degree that

would cause audible friction while producing the sound. But consonants are those

sounds that are produced with the obstruction of air-stream somewhere in the speech

organs. Regarding English sounds, J.D.O’ Connor has defined 24 consonants and 20

vowels (24-89). In Nepali Ramnath Ojha has described 29 consonants and 12 vowels

sounds.

David Crystal defines consonants as:

Consonants can be defined in terms of both PHONETICS and

PHONOLOGY. Phonetically, they are sounds made by a CLOSURE

or narrowing in the VOCAL TRACT so that the airflow is either

completely blocked, or so restricted that audible FRICTION is
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produced. Consonant ARTICULATIONS are relatively easy to fill,

and as a result are most conveniently described in terms of place and

manner of articulation. In addition, a routine phonetic description of

consonants would involve information about the mode of vibration of

the VOCAL CORDES, and it is often necessary to specify the

DURATION of , the AIRSTREM MECANISM involved and the

direction of  airflow (EGRESSIVE or INGRESSIVE ) . From a

phonological point of view, consonants are those UNITS which

function at the MARGINS of SYALLBLES, either single or in

CLUSTER. (98)

Similar types of definitions are given in Nepali as well. Hemangaraj Adhikari

defines consonants as, “Jo~hg j0f{x? pRrf/0f ubf{ kmf]S;faf6 lg:s]sf] ;f; lgaf{w ultdf aflx/ cfpFb}g

. s'g} g s'g} 7fpFdf ;f; 7f]SsLP/ pRrf/0f x'G5g .” ‘In the production of consonant sounds the

air does not come out freely from the lungs. Sounds are produced by the contact of the

air stream with different parts in the vocal tract. There is friction somewhere and

sounds are produced’ (7). The main focus of the study is to deal with the fricative

sounds in Nepali and English, so the discussion will be centered on them.

The fricative sounds are those consonant sounds which are produced by

forcing the breath through a narrow opening formed especially by holding the

articulators very close to each other. There are nine consonant phonemes in English

which are made with friction as their most important feature. They are /f/, /v/, / /, /ð/,

/s/, /z/, /∫/, / /, /h/. But there are only four fricative consonant sounds in Nepali.

They are [ z\ ] , [ if\ ] , [ ;\ ] and [x\]. [z] is palatal sibilant sound in Sanskrit and it is

used in written and spoken form in the particular word and sound situation. Some of

the words are given below:
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Words Transcription Meaning in English

Shala /∫a:la/ house

Shyam /∫m/ cloud coloured

Nishchaya /ni∫tsj∂/ sure

Prayash /pr∫/ attempt

Though there is grammatical tradition and special use of similar words in

Nepali alphabet, [ z ] has no free allophonic existence in standard spoken Nepali. It is

pronounced as [ ; ]. Even Sanskrit sibilant [ if ] has been collapsed from the Nepali.

Like [ z ] it does not have Nepali pronunciation. So it is not Nepali sound, in fact the

sound [ ; ] works in all pronunciation (Bhattarai and Neupane 58).

In the past, Nepali linguists included [ z] , [if ] and [;] as fricatives but modern

linguists like Neupane and Bhattrai state that the two sounds [z] and [if ] have been

collapsed into [;]. It is in spoken form though they are still in use in orthographic

writing. In this study only the two Nepali fricatives [;] and [x] dealt with.  “Nepali

tongue does not pronounce [ z] and [ if ]”(Narendra Chapagai 16).

J.C. Catford states the following points about the fricatives.

Articulations involve turbulent air flow through a narrow channel,

resulting in a hissing noise. This type of articulation is called fricative.

The sounds representative by /f/ and /s/ are both fricatives, but they are

articulated at different places. As we shall see later, articulations can

be described and classified in terms of there manner of articulations, or

‘type of stricture’ (in this case fricative), and there places of

articulation within the vocal tract. (17)
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Elizabeth Closs Trougott and Mary Louise Pratt define fricatives as follows:

“If the air stream passes through a narrow passage without being totally stopped,

fricative results. Sounds articulated in this way ([ f, v,. , ð, s, z, ∫, , h ]) are called

fricatives. Another term for these is “spirant” from Latin Spirare, “to blow” (52).”

Ramnath Ojha defines fricative sounds as, “b'O{ pRrf/0f cjojx? Ps csf{ sf glhs

k'u]/ Zjf; dfu{nfO{ ;fF3'/f] agfPsf] cj:yfdf Zjf; ;ª3if{ ub}{ aflx/ lg:sbf pRrfl/t x'g] WjlgnfO{ ;+3ifL{ Wjlg

elgG5 . g]kfnLdf [;\ ] / [x\] ;ª\3ifL{ Jo~hg Wjlg x'g\ .” ‘The sounds which are produced when

the two articulators come close to each other causing the air way to become narrow

for the air to pass out with friction are called fricative sounds. In Nepali [;\ ] \s\ and

[x\] \h\ are fricative consonant sounds.’ (75)

English and Nepali languages have certain number of fricative sounds. This

study attempts to show the similarities and differences of fricatives in the two

languages in various aspects, which will ease language learners. The aim of this

comparative study will be to facilitate not only Nepali learning English but also those

foreigners who want to learn Nepali. This study mainly focuses on the spoken aspect

of language. While doing so, the fricative sounds of both languages will be taken into

discussion.

Nepali speakers can mispronounce the English fricatives and English speakers

also can pronounce the Nepali fricatives differently. So the objectives of the study are:

1. To find out the similarities and differences between fricative sounds of

English and Nepali languages.

2. To find out whether the fricative sounds are quite exchangeable for each other

or not.
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It has been hypothesized that in spite of some similarities between Nepali and

English fricative consonant sounds there are a lot of differences and they are not

completely exchangeable for each other.

This study will mainly concern the production, classification, comparison and

contrast of English and Nepali fricative sounds on the ground of their production. This

study aims at finding out the solutions to the following queries.

 What are the similarities and differences between Nepali and English fricative

sounds?

 Are fricatives of Nepali and English quite exchangeable for each other or not?

Though Nepali language is the official language and the mother tongue of

Nepal, Nepalese have to use English as a contact language to communicate with the

people who do not understand Nepali. So, English language is as important as Nepali

in Nepal. In such context, the comparative study of the basic systems (fricative

sounds) of these languages seems to be significant. It will be helpful for Nepali people

to learn English fricative sounds and others to learn Nepali fricative sounds.

The readers will get information about the differences and similarities of

fricative sounds of both languages. This comparative study will be fruitful for both

English and Nepali languages learners. Reader who wants to know more about

fricative sounds will get easy access to the solution because this research will be

simple and easily understandable which is the significance of the study.

This study is only concerned with comparison of the fricative sounds in

English and Nepali languages regarding their production, classification and analysis

to the possible extend.
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1.2 Literature Review

Different linguists and grammarians have attempted to study and analyze the

sound and structure of both languages but separately. Though some linguists and

grammarians have attempted they have left many aspects untouched such as,

production, comparison and classification. So, in this study, I have attempted to make

the comparative study of both Nepali and English fricative sounds regarding

production, classification and analysis to the possible extent.

Many linguists and grammarians have done detailed study on fricative sounds

in English. Some of them are: J.D.O’Connor (1980), Peter Roach(2006), Laver.

John(2000), J.C. Catford (1992), Elizabeth Closs. Traugott and Mary Louise Pratt

(1980).

J.D.O’ Connor states the following points about the fricatives.

There are nine consonants phonemes whose main sounds all have

friction as their most important features. They are / f, v, , ð , s, z, ∫,

, h / For all of them the lungs push air through a narrow opening

where it causes friction of various kinds. Fricatives are also described

according to the place of articulation, according to the manner of

articulation and according to the voicing. This description is called

three term description. (24)

Regarding fricatives Peter Roach adds the following points.

With the exception of glottal, each place of articulation has a pair of

phonemes, one fortis (voice less) and one lenis (voiced). This is similar

to what was seen with the plosives. The fortis fricatives are said to be

articulated with greater noise is louder. The lenis fricatives have very
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little or no voicing in initial and final positions, but may be voiced

when they occur between voiced sounds. (244)

Another linguist John Laver defines the following features about fricatives.

In a fricative a variation of one millimeter in the position of the target

for the crucial part of the vocal track makes a great deal of difference.

There has to be a very precisely shaped channel for the turbulent air-

stream to be produced. [In] a stop closure the strength of the closure

does not have to be constant throughout the gesture. But in many

fricatives an exactly defined shape of the vocal tract has to be held for

a noticeable period of time.

English linguist J.C. Catford defines fricatives as:

Articulations involve turbulent air flow through a narrow channel,

resulting in a hissing noise. This type of articulation is called fricative.

The sounds represented by the symbols /f/ and /s/ are both fricatives,

but they are articulated at different places. As we shall see later,

articulations can be described and classified in terms of their manner of

articulation, or, ‘type of stricture’ (in this case fricative); and their

place of articulation within the vocal tract. (17).

In Nepali, many attempts have been made to describe the fricatives by many

linguists and grammarians like Tanka Prasad Neupane and Govinda Raj Bhattarai

(2062), Narendra Chapagai (2055B.S.) , Shanti Prasad Dhakal (2064),  Mohan Raj

Sharma (2063B.S.) , Ramnath Ojha (2065) and Hemanga Raj Adhikari (2058 B.S.).

Hemanga Raj defines fricatives as “lha|f]n] pRrf/0f :yfgdf g5'b}sf] l:ytLdf ;f;sf]

3if{0fåf/f pTkGg x'g] [;\] / [x\] j0f{x? ;+3ifL{ x'g\ .”  ‘The sounds which are produced by the
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friction of air before the togue touching the place of articulation are called fricatives.

They are [;\] and [x\]’. (7)

Shanti Prasad Dhakal regarding Nepali fricatives says, “ lha|fsf] 6'Kkf] jT:o{ glhs}

eP/ 3if{0fsf ;fy xfjf aflxl/bf pRrfl/t x'g] Wjlg jT:o{ ;ª\3ifL{ x'G5 . g]kfnL efiffsf] ‘ ;’ o:t} Wjlg xf] . :j/

lrD6L ;fF3'l/Psf cj:yfdf 3if{0fsf ;fy ;f; aflx/ lg:sbf pRrl/t x'g] WjlgnfO{ :j/oGq d'vL÷clts07\o

;ª\3ifL{ elgG5 . g]kfnLdf  ‘x’ o:t} Wjlg xf] .” ‘The sound for which the tip of the tongue goes

near the alveolar ridge and air passes with friction is called alveolar fricative.[;\]\s\ is

like this sound in Nepali. The sound for which the vocal cords becomes narrow and

air passes out through the glottis is called glottal fricative sound. [x] \h\ is like this

sound in Nepali.’ (80)

Neupane and Bhattarai say “;+3ifL{ Jo~hgsf] pRrf/0fdf 3ifL{t ;f;df k]6 b]lvsf] tftf] xfjf

lgSnG5 eGg] cy{ nufP/ “pm:d” elgPsf] lyof] . c+u]|hLdf gf} j6f :jlgd ;+3ifL{ 5g\ eg] g]kfnLdf [;\] / [x\]

b'O{ j6f dfq ;+3ifL{ x'g\ .” ‘Regarding the production of fricatives, they were called

sibilants on the bases of the fact that the hot air from the stomach comes out with the

friction. There are nine fricatives in English but Nepali has only two [;] and [x\]

fricatives’ (54).

They have categorized the fricatives on the basis of the place of articulation as

follows:

i. Alveolar fricative: [;\ ] \s\ alveolar fricative is articulated by the tip or

blade of the tongue against the teeth ridge.

ii. Glottal fricative: x\ /h/ glottal fricative is articulated by the uvula against

the vocal cords.

They have also analyzed the fricatives on the basis of the voicing as follow:

Voiced: x\ /h/

Voiceless: ;\ /s/
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In another way, they have described them on the basis of aspiration. Both

fricative consonants in Nepali are unaspirated. (62)

Unaspirated : ;\ /s/ , x\ /h/

Basanta Kumar Sharma has also defined the fricatives as sibiliants. He says,

“af]Nbf al9 ;f; vr{ ug'{ kg]{ j0f{ [ z\ , if\ , ;\ , x\ ] rf/ cIf/sf] ;d'x pmid j0f{ x'g\ .” ‘The group of

four sounds for which lots of air has to be spent while speaking [ z\ , if\ , ;\ , x\ ]  are

called sibiliants’ (186).

The literature review shows that the study of fricative sounds have been done

in detail in both languages, but no comparative study has been carried out yet.

Therefore, this study is intended to fill that gap.

1.3 Methodology

1.3.1 A Comparative Study

A comparison is a way to dig out both similarities and differences between

two objects. It also shows proximity. It studies and analyses the things deeply to pick

out both qualities. Comparative study of language not only traces the evolution of

concerned languages but also established relationship between the languages, which

are genetically related.

Regarding the comparative method, the English linguist John Lyons says:

The standard way of demonstrating genetic relatedness of language is

by means of so-called comparative method. He exemplifies the

principle of systematic correspondence from the romance languages.

He mentions two advantages of his principle. Firstly, it shows the

relatedness and secondly, it is direct evidence of the proto-languages

from which they are derived, Latin. He studies about how the Romance
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Language- French, Italian and Spanish- are constructed, what is their

relatedness. (192)

Lyons has also given some examples to prove his statement. He has given

some examples as follows:

English Latin (L) French (Fr) Italian (It) Spanish (Sp)

Sing Cantare Chanter Cantare Cantar

Dog Canis Chien Cane -

Goat Capra Chevre Capra Cabra

Eight Octo Huit Otto Ocho

Fact Factum Fait Fatto Hecho

Table no. 1

Considering the above examples, we can say that even the Proto-romance

languages have both similarities and differences. If we take an example of cantare a

Latin word, it is chanter in French, cantar in Spanish but Latin and Italian have same

word i.e. cantare. All these words denote same meaning. Lyons adds the following

points regarding comparative study:

The comparative method operates on the assumption that each member

of a family of related languages is in a direct line of descent from the

proto-language and has been unaffected, throughout this time, by

contact with other related languages and dialects. This is, to say the

least, an unrealistic assumption. All languages are, to a greater or less

degree, dialectically differentiated. There is no reason to believe that

Proto-Indo-European, Proto-Germanic, Proto-Slavonic and the other

proto-languages that we hypothesize as the source of families and

subfamilies of attested language were dialectically undifferentiated.
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Wherever possible, the comparative method will reconstruct a single

proto-form for all the attested forms. It follows that the reconstructed

language-system is likely to be, not only morphologically more

regular, but also dialectically more uniform than any actual language-

system. Furthermore, we have no way of knowing whether all the

sounds that occur in a stared form did in fact co-occur at the same time

and in the same dialect of the proto-language. (200)

The present study is the comparative study of two languages English and

Nepali, which are the descendents from the same root language. Therefore, the study

tries to pick out both similarities and differences between the fricatives (consonants)

sounds of these languages.

Shanti Prasad Dhakal defines comparative method as, “b'O{ jf b'O{ eGbf al9 efiffx?sf

ljrdf gldNbf u'0f jf ljz]iftfnfO{ cfwf/ agfP/ ul/g] ljZn]if0fnfO{ Jolt/]sL efiff lj1fg elgG5 . o:tf] cWoog

efiffsf cfGtl/s tyf afx\o ;+d/rgfdf kg]{ ljljw s'/fsf cfwf/df agfP/ ug{ ;lsG5 . leGtfsf cfwf/df b'O{ jf

;f] eGbf al9 efiffsf] cWoog ljZn]if0f ug]{ efiff lj1fgsf] Pp6f zfvf Jolt/]sL efiff lj1fg x'G5 .” ‘The

analysis of two or more than two languages on the basis of their dissimilarity of their

quality and characteristics is known as distinctive linguistics. Such type of study can

be done on the basis of various internal and external structure of language. Distinctive

linguistics is a branch of linguistics which studies and analyses two or more than two

languages on the basis of their differences.’ (29)
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Chapter – Two

Organs of Speech Involved to Produce Fricative Sounds and the Mechanism of

Speech

2.1 General Background

Human speech is based on the air-stream that is expelled from the lungs and

finds passage through mouth and nose. The lungs, vocal cords, tongue, lips, are

considered to be the major organs of speech. Different organs have different jobs of

their own. When we want to understand the speech process from the speech

production point of view, it is necessary to know a lot about the functioning of these

organs. The brief description of vocal organs will be useful information to describe

articulator system. The organs of speech are shown in the following figure:

Figure number 1 (Gimson 10)
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2.2 The Lungs

Lungs play an active part in generating breath energy. Most sounds of all

languages are produced with outgoing breath from the lungs. By the action of ribs and

the diaphragm air is caused to flow into and out of the lungs. The ribs are capable of a

certain amount of movement which are connected to the spine and to the breath bone.

The upward and out ward movement of the ribs can be clearly felt by placing the

hands on the lower ribs on both sides and breathing deeply.

Lungs are the seed shaped organs located in the thoracic cavity. They play the

most important role in our respiratory system. They take the air in and push it out by

means of expansion and contraction. The lungs play the vital role not only in

respiration but also in making main contribution to sound production.

We need a type of energy to produce speech sounds. The energy is the air

stream sent out by our lungs. The air released from the lungs changes into sound when

it arrives at the larynx that contains the vocal cords. Thus the lungs are the energy

supplier and initiator of the speech sounds.

2.3 The Vocal Cords

The air released from the lungs passes up through the wind-pipe and arrives

first at the larynx. The larynx contains two small bands of elastic tissue, which are

like two flat strips of rubber, lying opposite each other across the air passage. These

are the vocal cords. They are placed horizontally from front but can be separated at

the back. The opening of the vocal cords is called glottis. David Crystal defines the

vocal cords as:

Two muscular folds running from a single point inside the front of the thyroid

(Adam’s apple), backwards to the front ends of the arytenoids cartilages. The

vocal cords are very flexible, being shaped by the combined activities of the
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associated cartilages and muscles. The space between them is known as the

glottis. (373)

The four states of the glottis can be seen in the following figures.

Figure number 2. (Peter Ladefoged 123)

2.4 Three positions of the Glottis

In articulation, vocal cords may hold three different positions.

a) Open Position

In this position, the cords are held wide apart as in normal breathing. The

sounds which are produced with this position of the vocal cords are voiceless sounds.

There is no vibration for such sounds. e.g. /f/, / / , /s/ .

b) Vibrating Position

In this position the vocal cords are brought loosely together so that they

vibrate when the air stream from the lungs pushes them. The sounds which are
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produced with this position of the vocal cords are voiced sounds. The fricatives /v/,/ð/,

/z/, / / and /h/ are produced with this position of the vocal cords.

c) Closed Position

In such position the glottis is closed and vocal cords completely stop the air

flow but the compressed air from the lungs pushes it forcefully due to which the vocal

cords open suddenly and the compressed air bursts out with an audible friction as a

result the glottal stops are produced.

2.5 The Palate

The palate is the roof of the mouth. It can be divided into three parts – soft

palate at the back, the hard palate in the middle and the alveolar ridge just behind the

upper front teeth. The palate is supposed as the wall of oral cavity and nasal cavity.

The parts of the palate are shown in the following figure.

Figure number 3 (O’Connor 17)

2.5.1 Alveolar Ridge

It is the part of the gums immediately behind the upper front teeth. It is also

called teeth ridge. It has an important role to produce many consonant sounds in

English and Nepali. The sounds /s/ and /z/ are alveolar fricative.
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2.5.2 Hard Palate

It is the highest part of the palate between the alveolar ridge and the soft

palate. Oxford Conscience Dictionary o f Linguistics defines hard palate as, “The roof

of the mouth between the back of the ridge behind the teeth and the fleshy part called

soft palate. Palatal consonants are articulated in this area”(157). The dental fricatives

and other fricatives are produced with the help of hard palate.

2.5.3 Soft Palate

It is the back part of the palate. It is the flexible or moveable part. It is also

called velum. It can be raised or lowered. When it is raised, the nasal passage is

blocked. This position is called the velic closure. When the velum is lowered, the oral

passage is closed and the air goes out through the nose. This position is called the oral

oval closure. Oxford Conscience Dictionary o f Linguistics defines soft palate as,

“The back part of the roof of the mouth, which is soft or fleshy in the comparison with

the bony or hard palate to the front also called velum” (345).

2.6 The Teeth

The teeth also play an important role for the production of speech sounds.

There are upper and lower teeth. The sounds which are articulated by the tip of the

tongue against the upper teeth and lower teeth are dental sound. Some sounds are

articulated with the tongue near the teeth or against the teeth. In English / / and /ð/

are dental fricatives but in Nepali dental fricatives are not found.

2.7 The Tongue

The tongue is the most important and most movable organ of speech. It is the

main articulating organ. Changing the shape and position of the tongue produces

different sounds. It can be divided into four parts as given below.
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Figure number 4 (O ‘Connor 18)

a) The tip of the tongue :

It is the front most part of the tongue, which lies under the alveolar ridge

when the tongue is at rest. It is also called apex. When the tip of the tongue

touches the alveolar ridge /s/ and /z/ sounds are produced with friction.

b) The blade of the tongue:

It is the part of the tongue between the tip and the front of the tongue. It

lies under the alveolar ridge when the tongue is at rest. It is mobile because

it can touch the lips, the teeth, the alveolar ridge and the hard palate. It is

also called lamina. When the blade of the tongue touches the soft palate /s/

and /z/ sounds are produced.

c) The front of the tongue :

It is the part behind the blade, which lies under the hard palate.

d) The back of the tongue :

It is the back part of the tongue behind the front, which lies under the soft

palate. It is also called dorsum.
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2.8 The Lips

The lips are the doors of the oral cavity. They are the articulatory organs for

the production of bilabial and labio-dental sounds. The lips change their various

positions in the production of the different sounds. The lower lip touches the upper

teeth and air passes out with friction and /f, v / sounds are produced.

2.9 Air-stream Mechanism

In this air stream mechanism the lungs become the initiator of air flow for the

production of speech. Lungs are the inner ends of the airways. So the initiated air

from the lungs comes out only through the air passage. The sounds which are

produced in this way are called pulmonic egressive. It is found that most of the human

speech is produced by this mechanism. The fricatives, which are produced with

pulmonic egressive air stream mechanism are /f/, /v/, / /, /ð/, /s/, /z/, /∫/ and \ \.

Although air is not speech organ, it plays a great role in the production of

speech sounds. In absence of it sound can not be articulated. Air stream means the

mass of moving air.

Air stream mechanism is known as a mechanism with which the air moves.

Different oranges of speech play different role, some organs play the role of initiators

and some others as passage. E.g. the diaphragm rib cases play the role of initiator and

they send the air out. The organ like trachea, velum, mouth and nose etc. play the role

of passages.

Similarly Nepali linguists Sharma and Luitel say: ‘;f; leq k:g] / aflx/ lg:sg]

sfdnfO{ :jf; k|jfx (air stream mechanism) elgG5 .’ ‘The process of the air going in and

out is called air stream mechanism, aggressive and ingressive. In the ingressive air

stream mechanism the air comes out from the lungs and in aggressive air stream

mechanism the air is pulled in through the mouth’ (55).
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Human speech sound can be produced according to initiation or termination of

the air by the following three ways:

a) Pulmonic Air Stream Mechanism

b) Glottalic Air Stream Mechanism

c) Velaric Air Stream Mechanism

2.9.1 Pulmonic Air Stream Mechanism

In this airstream mechanism the lungs become the initiator of airflow for the

production of speech. Lungs are the inner ends of the airways. So the initiated air

from the lungs comes out through the air passes the sounds which are produced in this

way are called pulmonic egressive. It is found that most of the human speech is

produced by this mechanism.

Oxford Conscience Dictionary o f Linguistics defines Pulmonic air streams

mechanism as: “Pulmonic (air stream mechanism) in which a flow is initiated by a

change in the volume of the lungs. Most normal speech is produced by such as air

stream, specially by a pulmonic egressive air stream, in which air flows out wards as

the volume of the lungs is reduced” (303).

2.9.2 Glottalic Airstream Mechanism

Glottis becomes the point of air initiation. Glottalic air stream mechanism may

be both aggressive and egressive. In ingressive glottlic air stream mechanism the

compressed air goes from the glottis, the point of initiation, and voiced fricatives like

/v/, /ð/, /z/ and \ \ are produced. The down ward moving larynx is not completely

closed and the lungs are still pushing out air, so the sounds are voiced.

2.9.3 Velaric Airstream Mechanism

In this mechanism the back of the tongue comes close to the velum or soft

palate. Then air stream begins. In such situation the air rushes inward and click
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sounds are produced. Such mechanism is called ingressive velaric airsteam

mechanism.

Sharma and Luitel say, “lha|fsf] kl5Nnf] efu s07sf 5]pdf k'Ubf Zjf; k|efljt x'g] k|s[ofnfO{

s07] Zjf; k|jfx elgG5 . o; Zjf; k|jfxaf6 g]kfnL efiffdf WjgLsf] pRrf/0f ul/b}g .” ‘The back of the

tongue touches velar while articulating such sounds. Nepali sounds are not articulated

in this way’ (56).
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Chapter - Three

Classification of fricatives in English and Nepali

3.1 Background

English fricative sounds are classified on the basis of place of articulation,

manner of articulation and voicing.

3.2 Fricatives on the Basis of Place of Articulation

Place of articulation refers to the area in the oral or nasal tract where the

sounds are articulated. Some organs are moveable and some are constant. All the

articulators do not have equal participation in course of speech articulation. The

moveable organs are active articulators and constant organs are passive articulators.

Tongue, lower lip, uvula, etc. are active articulators whereas upper teeth, upper lip,

the palate, etc. are passive articulators. On the basis of place of articulation, English

fricatives can be categorized as labio-dental, alveolar, palato alveolar, dental and

glottal fricatives.

3.2.1 Labio-dental Fricatives

The sounds /f/ and /v/ are labio-dental fricatives in English language because

they are articulated with the active participation of lower lip and upper teeth. The

lower lip functions as the active articulator and upper teeth passive. The air from the

lungs comes out by making the air passage narrow from the upper teeth and lower lip.

There is velic closure so that the air can’t escape from the nasal passage. When the

lower lip is very close to the upper teeth the air comes out with friction and these

sounds are produced. The position of organs of speech is shown in the following

figure.
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Figure number 5 (Peter Roach 50)

In the above figure the air comes out with friction when the lower lip goes

near the upper teeth. We can see velic closure, which blocks the air from escaping

through the nasal passage. The friction comes when the lower lip is very close to the

upper teeth.

3.2.2 Dental Fricatives

The sounds \ \ and \ ð \ are dental fricatives in English and are articulated

with the active participation of the tip of the tongue and the upper front teeth. The soft

palate is raised so that all the breath is forced to go through the mouth. The tip of the

tongue is very close to the upper front teeth and there is narrowing of the passage for

the air stream to escape and thus causing friction. After that the sounds \ \ and \ ð \

are produced. For the production of the dental sounds the tip of the tongue works as

an active articulator and the upper front teeth as in active articulators.

The position of the organs of speech for the production of \ \ and \ ð \ is

shown in the following diagram.
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Figure number 6 (Peter Roach 50)

The tongue has blocked the air by touching the upper front teeth. There is

velic closure so the air can not escape through the nasal cavity. The air goes out with

friction when the tip of the tongue is close to the upper front teeth.

3.2.3 Alveolar Fricatives

Alveolar fricatives \ s\ and \z\ are articulated by the active participation of the

tip of the tongue and the alveolar ridge. For the production of these sounds the tip of

the tongue works as an active articulator and the alveolar ridge remains passive. The

soft palate is raised so that all the breath is forced to go through the mouth. The tip

and the blade of the tongue are closed to the alveolar ridge. There is very considerable

narrowing at this point, not near the teeth and near the hard palate. The teeth are very

close together and the sounds \s\ and \z \ are produced with friction.

The position of the organs of speech for \ s\ and \z \ is shown in the following

diagram.
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Figure number: 7 (O’Connor 31)

In the above diagram all the air is forced to go through the mouth because of

the raising of the soft palate. There is friction when the tip and blade of the tongue

goes near the alveolar ridge.

3.2.4 Palato-Alveolar Fricatives

The sounds \ ∫\ and \ \ are palato-alveolar fricatives in English and are

articulated with the participation of the tip of the tongue the back of the alveolar ridge

and the soft palate. For the production of these sounds, the tip of the tongue works as

an active articulator and soft palate and back of the alveolar ridge as inactive

articulators. In the production of \ ∫\ and \ \ sounds the soft palate is raised so that

all the breath is forced to go through the mouth. There is narrowing between the tip of

the tongue and the back of the alveolar ridge. The front of the tongue is higher than \s\

and \z\ . The lips are very rounded.

The following figure illustrates one pronunciation of the palato- alveolar

fricative consonant in “shy”. Note the narrowing of the vocal tract between the blade

of the tongue and the back part of the alveolar ridge.
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Figure number 8 (Peter Ladefoged 10)

3.2.5 Glottal Fricative

Glottal fricative \h\ is articulated by the active participation of the vocal cords.

There is the narrowing that produces the friction noise in between the vocal folds. If

we breathe out silently, \h\ is produced, when we move our vocal folds wide apart to

close together. However this is not producing speech. When we produce \h\ in

speaking English, many different things happen in different contexts. Such as, in the

word ‘hat’, the \h\ is followed by an æ vowel. The tongue, jaw and lip positions for

the vowel are all produced. This glottal fricative occurs as vowel.

In the production of \h\ sound, the sound of breath passes between the open

cords and out of the mouth. The mouth is held ready for the vowel and a short gasp of

breath is pushed up by the lungs. Regarding /h/ sound Peter Roach states the

following points:

When we produce h in speaking English, many different things happen

in different contests. In the word ‘hat’, the h is followed by an 

quality. The same is found for all vowels following h. It always has the

quality of the vowel it precedes, so that in theory if you could listen to
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a tape-recording of h sounds cut off from the beginnings of different

vowels in words like ‘hit’, ‘hat’, ‘hot’, ‘hut’, etc., you should be able to

identify which vowel would have followed the h . One way of stating

the above facts is to say that phonetically h is a voiceless vowel with

the quality of the voiced vowel that follows it. (52)

3.3 Fricatives on the Basis of Voicing (voiced and voiceless)

The vibration of the vocal cords also plays an important role on the auditory

result. This feature of the vocal cords determines the voicing quality of a sound.

Voicing denotes the auditory result of the vocal cords. Sounds are also categorized on

the basis of the way how the vocal cords are held either they are brought together. So

that the air from the lungs causes them to vibrate or they are held wide apart so that

air from the lungs escapes freely with out any vibration in the cords. On the basis of

voicing, fricatives can be classified into two types: voiceless and voiced

3.3.1 Voiceless Fricatives

The fricatives, which are produced without vibration of the vocal cords are

called voiceless fricatives. While producing such sounds the vocal cords are held wide

apart and they allow free passage of air for voiceless sound. The waveform of the

word “sty” is given in the following figure:

Figure number 9 (Peter Ladefoged 45)
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The glottis is opened through which the compressed air form the lung passes

freely without any obstacle. English fricatives /f/, / /, /s/, /∫/ are articulated in this

way. So these sounds are called voiceless fricatives. The above figure

diagrammatically, shows the voiceless ness of fricatives. The lower wavy line

symbolizes airflow and upper lines indicate the articulating organs in the diagram.

The lower wavy line indicates Vibration of the vocal cords. In the middle there is not

curved line instead only dots are there representing the voicelessness of the sound.

The figure shows the production of the word “sty” And it also represents the

articulatory process of voiceless fricatives /f/, / /, as well as \ ∫\.

3.3.2 Voiced Fricatives

The fricatives, which are produced with the vibration of the vocal cords, are

called voiced fricatives. In the production of such sounds the vocal cords are loosely

held together and air from the lungs vibrates vocal cords and the audible sounds come

as a result. The fricatives /v/, /z/,/ / and /h/ are articulated in this way. The vibration

of the vocal cords for the production of voiced fricatives is shown in the following

figure.

Figure number 10 (Peter Ladefoged 123)
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In a voiced sound, the vocal folds are closed together and vibrating as in the

figure. The figure shows the voiced characteristics. It shows the airflow and indicates

the articulating organs.

These voiced fricatives are not voiced every where. They are sometimes fully

voiced, sometimes partly voiced and sometimes even voiceless when they are

partially devoiced.

The duration of articulation affects the voiceness of the sounds. When they are

articulated slowly and carefully they may be voiced but in rapid speech there is no

voicing at all. In the medial position such fricatives have contextual characteristics

either close to final or to initial fricatives.

3.4 Fricatives on the Basis of Strength of Production. (Fortis and Lenis)

The speech sounds can be described on the basis of force of articulation. On

the basis of these criteria sounds can be classified as fortis and Lenis.

Fortis are the sounds, which are produced with more force. They are also called strong

sounds /f/, /s/, /∫/ are fortis fricatives in English. Defining fortis Crystal says:

A term used in the phonetic classification of consonant sounds on the

basis of their manner of articulation: it refers to a sound made with a

relatively strong degree of muscular effort and breath, force, compared

with some other sound (known as Lenis). The distinction between

tense and lax is used similarly. The labels ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ are

sometimes used for the contrast involved, but these are more prone to

ambiguity. In English, it is the voiceless consonants ( /f/, / /, /s/, /∫/ )

which tend to be produced with fortis articulation (their voiced counter

parts being relatively weak ) , and often , when the voicing  distinction

is reduced, it is only the degree of articulatory strength which
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maintains a contrast between sounds. The term ‘Fortis’ is sometimes

used loosely to refer to strong vowel articulation also, but this is not a

standard practice. (187)

So it is clear that the aspirated sounds are fortis which need a strong puff of air

for their production.

Lenis are the sounds, which are produced with relatively less force. They are

also called weak sounds. Regarding fricatives, /v/, /z/, / / and /h/ are lenis. English

has a quite complex system of fricative phoneme. Regarding fortis and lenis Peter

Roach states:

With the exception of glottal, each place of articulation has a pair of

phonemes, one fortis and one lenis. This is similar to what was seen

with the plosives. The Fortis fricatives are said to be articulated with

greater force than the lenis and their friction noise is louder. The lenis

fricatives have very little of no voicing in initial and final positions, but

may be voiced when they occur between voiced sounds. The Fortis

fricatives have effect of shortening a preceding vowel, as do fortis

plosives. Thus in a pair of words like ‘ice’ ais and eyes aiz, the ai

dipthong in the first word is considerably shorter than in the second.

Since there is only one fricative with glottal place of articulation, it

would be rather misleading to call it fortis or lenis. (49-50)

From the above definition, it is clear that the voiced fricatives are lenis. The

strong puff of air is not needed for their production so these sounds are unaspirated

sounds and the voiceless fricatives are fortis. The strong puff of air is needed for their

production.
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3.5 Allophonic Variants of English Fricatives

A phoneme can be realized differently although it has same meaning, such

variants are called allophonic variants. Regarding it, Crystal describes: “Allophony is

the term used for cases where a feature does not occur in an inventory, but a context-

specific condition. Over rides the general prohibition”

J .D. O’Connor has given such examples in page no. 103 regarding fricatives:

Before /j/ sound /∫/ replaces /s/ and / / replaces /z/.

/∫/ replaces /s/: nice shoes   nai∫ ∫u:z

This year ði∫ ji∂

/ / replaces /z/: those shops ð∂u ∫ps

Where is your’s     we∂ j:z

All the fricatives described so far (/f/, /v/,/ /, /ð/, /s/, /z/, /∫/ ) can be

found in initial, medial and final positions. In case of / / and

however, the distribution is much move limited. Very few English

words begins with / / and not many end with this consonant. Only

medially, in words such as ‘measure’ ‘usual’ (me ∂, ju: u∂l) is

found at all commonly. (Peter Roach, 52)

3.6 Nepali Fricatives

Nepali language has only two fricatives they are also classified on the basis of

the place of articulation, the voicing and the aspiration.

3.6.1 Nepali Fricatives on the Basis of Articulation

All the sounds are heard different although the same articulators articulate

them. The sounds which are articulated from different organs are vastly different. Due

to this diversity among the sounds, they are classified in different groups on the basis

of place of articulation. Nepali fricatives are also classified in different groups.
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3.6.2 Alveolar Fricative

In Nepali, like in English, alveolar fricatives are supposed as articulating with

the active participation of the tip of the tongue and the alveolar ridge. Defining the

alveolar fricatives Ojha says: “lha|fsf] cleNnf] efun] bfFtsf] km]bdf 5f]P/ pRrfl/t x'g] WjgL jT:o{

WjgL x'g .” ‘The sound which are produced by touching the alveolar ridge with front of

the tongue are alveolar sounds’ (73). The sound [ ;] is alveolar fricatives in Nepali.

Sound in Nepali English Equivalent

[ ;] /s/ /s/

[ ;ft]/sa:t/ seven

[ ;fyL]/sa: i/ friend

3.6.3 Glottal Fricative

Nepali and English has the same glottal sound [ x] /h/. Nepali glottal [ x] is

voiced but English  /h/ is voiceless. Regarding glottal sound Ojha adds: “lha|fsf] km]b /

:j/ oGqsf] d'v ;lqmo eP/ pRrl/t x'g] WjgLnfO{ :j/oGqd'vL WjgL elgG5. g]kfnLsf] [ x] :j/ oGq d'vL WjgL

xf] .” ‘The sound which is produced with the active participation of root of the tongue

and front of the vocal cord is called glottal sound. In Nepali [ x] is glottal sound’(74).

Sound in Nepali English Equivalent

[ x] /h/ /h/

[ xfdL] /ha:mi/ we

3.7 Nepali Fricatives on the Basis of Vibration of Vocal Cords

The vibration of the vocal cords affects the production of the sounds.

Differences can be realized due to its vibration. Some of the sounds are articulated

with vibration and some without vibration of the vocal cords. On this ground, Nepali

has two types of fricatives: Voiced and Voiceless.
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3.7.1 Voiced Fricatives

In the production of some sounds the air from the lungs does go out easily due

to this the vocal cords are shaked and the sounds which are produced at this moment

are voiced sounds. Defining the voiced sounds Gautam and Luitel says, “:j/ lrD6L cf–

cfˆgf] 7fpF 5f]8L k/:k/ glhls+bf jfo' dfu{ ;fu'l/G5 / kmf]S;f]af6 cfPsf] ;f;n] :j/ lrD6LnfO{ bjfa lbG5 . o;

bjfjsf sf/0faf6 :j/ lrD6Ldf k|sDkg k}bf x'G5 . o; cj:yfdf 3f]if WjgL pRrl/t x'G5g\ . ”  ‘When the

vocal cords are loosely held together the glottis becomes narrower and vibration of

the vocal cords occurs then the air from the lungs passes through them. In such

condition, the voiced sounds are articulated’ (38). In Nepali [x ] is voiced fricative

sound.

Sound in Nepali      Transcription    Meaning in English     English Equivalent

[ x] hardam /hardam/ always /h/

The sound /h/ is common in English and Nepali in many respects.

3.7.2 Voiceless Fricatives

The sounds that are articulated with vibration of the vocal cords are called

voiceless fricatives in Nepali also. Regarding voiceless sounds Neupane and Bhattarai

say: “ :j/ lrD6L lj:kmfl/t eP/ :j/ oGqsf] d'v v'nf eof] eg]  kmf]S;faf6 psflnPsf] ;f; lg{jfw ultdf

aflxl/g kfpF5. o; cj:yfdf pRrl/t WjgLx? c3f]if x'G5g.” ‘When the vocal cords are wide apart

in their own places the glottis becomes wide open and the force air from the lungs

passes freely which causes no vibration of vocal cords, in such situation the voiceless

sounds are articulated’ (38). Nepali has only one voiceless [; ] fricative.

Sound in Nepali     Transcription    Meaning in English     English Equivalent

[ ;] sagar /sa:g∂r∂/ ocean /s/
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3.8 Nepali Fricatives on the Basis of Aspiration

Nepali fricatives have been classified on the basis of aspiration. The quantity of

air from the lungs plays important role in the production of the sounds. Regarding

aspiration Neupane and Bhattarai say,

“k|f0fTjn] ;f;sf] dfqf eGg] a'emfpF5. ;a} Wjlg pRrf/0f ubf{ k|f0fTj t cfjZos k5{ g} t/

;a} Wjlg pRrf/0fdf ;f;sf] dfqf ;dfg x'b}g . [s] Wjlg pRrf/0f ubf{ hlt ;f; rflxG5

[v] Wjlg pRrf/0fdf To; eGbf a9\tf rflxG5 . [s] / [v] sf] aLrdf c? s]xL  cGt/

5}g . pRrf/0f :yfg / ljlw b'j}df Ps} x'G5 t/ klg oLgLx?df Jolt/]sL leGgtf 5 . Tof]

:ki6 cy{ e]bs tTj xf] k|f0fTj .” ‘Aspiration is the quantity of air. Air is

needed in the production of all sounds but all the sounds do not

produce with equal quantity of air. How much air is needed in the

production of /k/, /kh/ sound needs more than /k/.There is no any other

difference between /k/ and /kh/, they have same place of articulation

and way of production but there is distinctive feature between them

which brings phonemic difference. Aspiration is clearly an element

that changes meanings’. (55)

When they are aspirated they become distinct sounds in Nepali.

For instance, when [s] /k/ is aspirated as /kh/ it becomes the distinct

sound [v\] /kh/ distinct phoneme, for example ‘kag’ (crow) and ‘khag’

(the horn of rhino). So the aspirtated and unaspirated series of Nepali

sounds are quite different. Nepali has no aspirated fricative sound.

3.8.1 Unaspritated Fricatives

The sounds which need more quantity of air from the lungs for their

production are called unaspirated sounds. Aspiration in Nepali is phonemic but it is

only allophonic in English. Neaupane and Bhattarai say: “cNk k|f0fsf t'ngfdf pRrf/0f ubf{
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a9L ;f; vr{ x'g] Jolt/]sL Wjlgx? 5g, h;nfO{ dxfk|f0f eGg' kb{5 .” ‘In comparison with aspirated

sounds, there are sounds that need more quantity of air for their production. They are

called unaspirated sounds’(56).

Both fricatives [;] and [x] of Nepali are unaspirated. They need more quantity

of air than other sounds.

Sound in Nepali English Equivalent

[ ;] /s/ /s/

[ x]/h/ / h/

3.9 Allophonic Variants of Nepali Fricatives

Like in English a lot of allophonic are found in Nepali. But most of the

variants are not only phonetic but also phonemic. Some Nepali sounds in comparison

with English sounds are articulated as if they are allophonic variants but they change

the meaning of the word. So they are not allophonic. English /p/ and /ph/ sounds are

allophonic but in Nepali [k] and [km] are different phoneme, as they change the

meaning. But the fricatives [;] and [x] do not have allophonic variant like [k] and [km].

Because of that, Nepali sounds are also realized differently as they occur in different

phonemes.

The sounds in Nepali are also affected by the neighboring sounds. Regarding

it Pokharel says: “ Pp6f j0f{ leq Wjlg j}1flgs ( phonetic) ?kn] km/s km/s  k|s[lt ePsf ljleGg

Wjlgx? ;d]l6Psf x'G5g\ . dft[ efiffsf jQmfn] cy{df kl/jt{g x'g] u/L ePsf] Wjlg kl/jt{gsf] dfqf jf:tf u5{g,

n3'td o'udf /fVbf cy{df kl/jt{g ug{ g;Sg] Wjlg kl/jt{gsf] jf:tf klg ub}{gg\, yfxf kfpFb}gg\”

‘Phonetically a phoneme contains difference phones. The native speakers feel the

difference when there is change in meaning of the sounds and they don’t care for the

minute change in the sounds, which does not change the meaning and they don’t even

know about it’ (2).

He futher says: “s'g} klg efiffsf jQmfn] jf:tf gug]{ / yfxf gkfpg] Wjlg kl/jt{af6 pRrf/0f

ul/g] Wjlgx?nfO{ Pp6} j0f{sf j]Unfj]Un} ;+j0f{ (Allophone ) elgG5.” ‘Allophones are the sounds
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which are articulated differently but the difference is ignored or unknown by the

native speaker’ (2).

Similarly Gautam and Luitel add : “Pp6} kl/j]zdf 3l66 gx'g] / WjGofTds ljz]iftfsf

?kdf ldNbf h'Nbf b]lvg] j0f{nfO{ ;+j0f{ elgG5.” ‘The sounds which do not fall in the same

contextual occurance and phonetically they have similar characteristics are called

allophones’ (112).

The above mentioned definitions make it clear that the allophones are the

minute change in the articulation of the phoneme, which is hardly noticed by the

listener. The listener feels sameness in their articulation. Pokharel says: “The

voiceless aspirated plosive sound [v\] /kh/ and [km] /ph/ will be fricatives when they

occur after vowel sounds e.g. ‘afkm’ /ba:f/ , ‘;fkm’ /sa:f /, ‘cfk'm’ /a:fu/”
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Chapter – Four

English and Nepali Fricatives: A Comparison

4.1 English and Nepali Fricatives

Fricative sounds are produced with friction in both English and Nepali

languages. English has mainly 9 fricative sounds. Nepali, on the other hand, has two

fricative sounds. Though [z] and [if] are written letter of Nepali language and fricative

sounds of Sanskriti language, they are pronounced as [; ] in Nepali language. It

means [; ] is the collapsed form of [z] and [if] in Nepali. They are not sounds with

distinctive features.

The list of English and Nepali fricatives is as follows:

English Nepali

1. \ f \ [ ; ]

2. \ v \ [ x ]

3. \ \

4. \ ð \

5. \ s \

6. \ z \

7. \ ∫\

8. \ \

9. \ h\

The fricatives can be classified on the basis of the place of articulation, the

voicing and the aspiration.
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4.2 Fricatives on the Basis of Place of Articulation

All the sounds are heard differently although the same articulators articulate

them. However, we find a lot of similarities among such sounds. The sounds, which

are articulated from different organs, are vastly different. Due to this diversity among

the sounds, they are classified in different groups on the basis of place of articulation.

And Nepali fricatives are also classified in different groups on the basis of place of

articulation.

4.2.1 Labio-dental Fricatives

Labio-dental fricatives are articulated with active participation of the lower lip

and upper teeth. Regarding labio-dental fricatives, English linguist Peter Ladefoged

says, “(Lower lip and upper front teeth.) Most People, when saying words such as

“fie,vie,” raise the lower lip until it nearly touches the upper front teeth (6).” But

Nepali language does not have any labio-dental fricative sounds.

The sounds [ f ] and [ v ]  are labio-dental fricatives in English . These sounds

have no counterparts in Nepali. Though the sounds [km ] and [e]  are heard similar to

[f] and [v] , in fact , Nepali [km ] and [e]  are bilabial plosives which are articulated

with the active participation of  the upper and lower lips.

The position of the articulators for the production of these sounds is shown in the

following figure:
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Figure number: 11 (O’Connor 25)

In the above picture the lower lip has touched the upper front teeth. The air

from the lungs passes out with friction through the oral cavity and the labio-dental

fricatives are produced.

4.2.2 Dental Fricatives

English dental fricatives are articulated with the active participation of the tip

of the tongue and the lower and upper front teeth. The tongue is an active articulator.

Though some people get confused with Nepali dental /y/ and /b / they are quite

different. In fact / / and /ð/ are inter dentals, as they are made with the tip of the

tongue between the upper teeth and lower teeth but Nepali / y/ and /b / are pure dental,

which are produced with the tip of the tongue just behind the upper front teeth.

Regarding manner of articulation, they are not similar either. The y/ and /b / sounds

are plosive.  The air in the oral passage is stopped when the tongue touches the upper

teeth in the production of /y / and / b /. Ram Nath Ojha says, “ lha|f]sf] 6'Kkf] / dflyNnf] bfFtsf

;xfotfn] pRrl/t x'g] Wjlg bGTo Wjlg x'g.” ‘The sounds which are produced with the help of

the tip of the tongue and upper teeth are dental sounds’ (74).
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The position of organs of speech for the production of dental fricatives is

shown in the following figure.

Figure number: 12 (O’Connor 28)

The production of dental fricatives / / and /ð/ is shown in the above figure.

For the production of these sounds the air from the lungs passes out with friction.

4.2.3 Alveolar Fricatives

The tip of the tongue touches the alveolar ridge and produces the alveolar

fricatives. Regarding alveolar sound Neupane and Bhattarai add, “dflyNnf bfFtsf 7Ls

kl5sf] efu bGte'n xf] . oxfFaf6 pRrl/t WjlgnfO{ bGtdlno elgG5”, ‘The back part just behind the

upper front teeth is alveolar ridge. The sounds which are produced from here are

alveolar sounds’ (49).

English has two alveolar fricatives but Nepali has only one alveolar fricative.

The sound [;] /s/ is common sound for both languages. The English alveolar fricative

/z/  has no counter part in Nepali. Though the Nepali sound [h] is heard like /z/ of

English sound, it is alveolar affricative sound. In the production of Nepali [h] the tip

of the tongue touches the root of the teeth. So it is dental affricative sound in Nepali.

The position of organs of speech for the production of alveolar fricatives is shown in

the figure number 7.
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In the figure the tongue goes near the alveolar ridge, there is velic closure so,

the air cannot escape through the nasal cavity. The air escapes out with friction

through the alveolar ridge then /s/ and /z/ are produced.

4.2.4 Palato-alveolar Fricatives

The Palato-alveolar sounds are produced with the tip or the blade of the

tongue against the back part of the alveolar ridge, front part of soft palate. In the

production of Palato-alveolar fricatives the tongue functions as an active articulator

and the soft palate and alveolar ridge are the passive articulator. The soft palate is

raised so that, all the breath is forced to go through the mouth. There is a narrow

space between the tip of the tongue and back of the alveolar ridge. The front of the

tongue occupies a little higher position than it reaches while making /s/ and /z/.

The sounds / /and / / are in English. They have no counter parts in Nepali

language. The position of articulations for the production of these sounds is shown in

the following figure:

Figure number: 13 (O’Connor 36)

The picture shows the production of palato-alveolar fricatives. For the

production of these sounds, the soft palate is raised, the front of the tongue is held
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high, the nasal cavity is blocked, and the air passes out with friction through the

narrow opening between the tip of the tongue and the back of the alveolar ridge.

4.2.5 Glottal Fricative

In the production of glottal fricatives the vocal cords are open and the air from

the lungs passes out between the two vocal cords through the mouth. The sound /h/ [x\

] is common glottal fricative sound for both languages. It is like vowel sound. It is not

so noisy when we pronounce like harm /ha:m/ or arm /a:m/ and heat /hi:t/ or eat /i:t/.

Nepali linguist Ramnath Ojha says, “ lha|fsf] km]b / :j/ oGqsf] d'v ;lqmo eP/ pRrl/t

x'g] WjgLnfO{ :j/ oGq d'vL WjgL elgG5 .” ‘The sound which is pronounced with active

participation of root of the tongue and front of the vocal cord is called glottal sound’

(74).  The position of articulation for the production of this sound is shown in the

following figure.

Figure number 14 ( Netra Prasad 66)

The picture shows, the air from the lungs comes out with friction by making

the vocal cords narrow through the oral cavity.

4.3 Fricatives on the Basis Vibration of the Vocal Cords

The vibration of the vocal cords affects the production of the sounds. In

producing speech sounds a great deal of muscular energy is involved.
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Differences can be realized because of its vibrations. Some of the sounds are

articulated with vibration and some without vibration of the vocal cords. Regarding

this, both languages have two types of fricatives: voiced and voiceless.

4.3.1 Voiced Fricatives

The following figure shows the vibration of the vocal cords while articulating

voiced sounds. In the figure, the vocal cords are loosely held together. When the air

comes from the lungs it vibrates them. Like in English, in Nepali too the fricatives,

which are articulated with the vibration of vocal cords, are called voiced fricatives.

Gautam and Luitel say: “ :j/lrD6L cf–cfˆgf] 7fpF 5f]8L k/:k/ glhlsbfF afo' dfu{ ;fFu'l/G5 /

kmf]S;f]af6 cfPsf] ;f;n] :j/ lrD6LnfO{ bjfa lbG5 . o; bjfasf sf/0faf6 :j/ lrD6Ldf k|sDkg k}bf x'G5 . o;

cj:yfdf 3f]if WjgL pRrl/t x'G5g\ .” ‘When the vocal cords are loosely held together the

glottis becomes narrower and vibration of the vocal cords occurs when the air from

the lungs presses through. In such condition, the voiced sounds are articulated’ (38).

Regarding voiced sounds Ramnath Ojha says, “:j/ oGqdf sDkg k}bf eO{ p\Rrl/t x'g] WjgLnfO{

3f]if WjgL elgG5 .” ‘The sounds which are produced with vibration in the vocal cords are

called voiced sounds’ (78).

The voiced fricatives in English and Nepali are as follows,

Sounds in English sounds in Nepali

/v/ van [ x\ ] xft (hand)

/ð/ this

/z/ zoo

/ / garage

The sound /x / is voiced in Nepali language only. Besides this the sounds /v/,

/ð/, /z/, / / are not found in Nepali language as fricatives.
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4.3.2 Voiceless Fricatives

The sounds which are produced with great effort and energy are called

voiceless sounds. In English and Nepali both sounds that are articulated without

vibration of the vocal cords are voiceless fricatives. Defining the voiceless sounds

Ojha says, “:j/ oGqdf sDkg geO{ pRrl/t x'g] WjgLnfO{  c3f]if WjgL elgG5 . ” ‘The sounds which

are produced without vibration in the vocal cords are called voiceless sounds’ (78).

The sounds /f/, / /, /s/, /∫/ and /h/ are voiceless fricatives.

4.4 Fricatives on the Basis of Aspiration

Fricatives can be studies on the basis of aspiration. The quantity of air from

the lungs plays important role in the production of the sounds. On this basis fricatives

are divided into aspirated and unaspirated groups. Nepali linguists Gautam and Luitel

say:

sltko WjgLsf] pRrf/0fdf kmf]S;f] a9L v'lDrG5 eg] sltkodf ck]Iffs[t sd v'lDrG5 . kmf]S;f]

ck]Iffs[t a9L v'lDrPsf] a]nf kmf]S;faf6 lg:sg] ;f;sf] dfqf a9L x'G5 eg] sd v'lDrPsf] a]nf ;f;sf] dfqf klg

sd x'G5 . oL b'j} cj:yfdf Wjlgx? pRrl/t x'G5g\ . ;a} Wjlgsf] pRrf/0fdf ;f;sf] dfqf Psgf; x'Fb}g . s'g}

Wjlgsf] pRrf/0fdf ;f;sf] dfqf 36L x'G5 / s'g}df a9L x'G5. (39) The lungs are narrowed and

flattened while articulating the sound. The puff of air will be strong when it is

narrowed and will be weak\less at the time of flattened. In both narrowed and

flattened situations the sounds are articulated. The puff of air is not equal in the

production of all the sounds. Some need higher quality and some little.

In Nepali aspiration is an element which brings phonemes when they are

aspirated they become distinct sounds in Nepali. For instance when s\ /k/ is aspirated

as /kh / it becomes the distinct sound v\ /kh/ which is distinct phoneme. For example

kam (work) and kham (envelope). So aspirated and unaspirated series of Nepali

fricatives are quite different.
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4.4.1 Unaspirated Fricatives

The sounds, which need more quantity of air from the lungs for their

production, are called aspirated sounds. Unaspiration in Nepali is phonemic but it is

only allophonic in English. Ramnath Ojha says, “w]/} dfqfdf ;f; aflx/ lg:s]/ pRrl/t x'g] jf

cNkk|f0fsf] t'ngfdf w]/} ;f;sf] k|of]u eO{ pRrl/t x'g] WjlgnfO{ dxfk|f0f Jo~hg Wjlg elgG5. g]kfnL [; ] / [x

] dxfk|f0f ;+3ifL{ Wjlg x'g . ” ‘The sounds which are produced with much breathing out or

using more breath in comparison with the unaspirated sounds are called unaspirated

consonant sounds. Nepali /s/ and /h/ are unaspirated fricative sounds’ (78).

The need of quantity of air for unaspirated sounds is supposed to be more than

the unaspirated sounds. Fricatives in Nepali are given below:

Sound in Nepali English Equivalent

;\ /s/ /s/ with aspiration

x\ /h/ /h/ with aspiration

4.4.2 Aspirated Fricatives

The sounds which need comparatively less quantity of air from the lungs for

their production are known as aspirated sounds. Defining the aspirated sounds

Ramnath Ojha says, “yf]/} dfq ;f; aflx/ lg:s]/ pRrl/t x'g] jf ck]Iffs[t yf]/} ;f;sf] k|of]u eO{

pRrl/t x'g] WjlgnfO{ cNkk|f0f Jo~hg Wjlg elgG5. ” ‘The sounds which are produced with less

breathing out or with using expected less breath and pronounce are unaspirated or less

aspirated sounds’ (77). There is no any aspirated fricative sound in both languages.

4.5 Some Alike but Different Features of Both Languages

English language has nine fricatives, Nepali has just two fricatives. Only the

common features between two languages are /h/ or [x\ ] and /s/ or [;\ ]. Though there

are only two common fricatives between two languages, they have few sounds which

are heard alike but have different characteristics.
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4.5.1 Regarding Fricatives /f/ and /v/

English fricatives /f/ and Nepali [km] or English fricative /v/ and Nepali

fricative [e] are heard similar. In the production of [km] and [e] the two lips are joined

together, air from the lungs stops and passes out through the oral cavity. They are

bilabial plosives.

English sounds Sound in Nepali Transcription Meaning in English

fan   /fæn/ km [ph] phal /f∂l/ fruit

van /væn/ e [bh]                         bhat /va:t/ rice

4.5.2 Regarding / / and /ð/ Fricatives

English / / and Nepali [y] /ð/ and [b] are heard same but Nepali [y] and [b]

are dental plosives. In the production of [y] and [b] the tip of the tongue touches the

root of the teeth, the air from the lungs stops for a short time and air passes through

the oral cavity.  The air in the oral passage is stopped when the tongue touches the

upper teeth. When the tip of the tongue is lowered the sounds [y] and [b] are

articulated. Because of the velic closure the air escape through the mouth. So, they are

dental plosives.

Sounds in Nepali Transcription Meaning in English

y\ [th] thakai / ’∂kai/ fatigue

b\ [da] dash /ð∂s/ ten

4.5.3 Regarding /s/ and /∫/ Fricatives

English language has /s/ and /∫/ two fricatives. But Nepali language has only

one [ ;] fricative sound, though it has three [z], [if] and [;] in its written form. English

has alveolar /s/ and palato-alveolar /∫/ but Nepali has only alveolar [;].
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4.5.4 Regarding /z/ and / / Fricatives

Though Nepali [h] sound and English / / sound are heard alike, they are

different. Nepali [h] is palato- alveolar affricative. In the production of [h] the back of

the tongue touches the soft palate and leaves slowly because of that the oral cavity

becomes narrow and the air from the lungs passes out through the oral cavity.

Sounds in Nepali Transcription Meaning in English

/h/ [ja] jagat /d3∂g∂t/ world

[ja] jadu /d3a:du/ magic

4.5.5 Regarding /h/ Fricative

Both English and Nepali languages have /h/ [ x] glottal fricative. It is common

sound for them. The sound /h/ occurs initial and medially but it does not occur finally

in English sound. It is voiceless.

/h/ in initial position /h/ in middle position

House  /haus/ behind /b∂haind/

Hand  /hænd/ anyhow /enihau/

The sound /h/ is heard like vowel sounds.

Word Transcription Word Transcription

Harm /ha:m/ Arm /a:m/

Heat /hi:t/ Eat /i:t/

Though glottal fricative [x] occurs in all the positions; initial, medial and final.

The final /h/ is pronounced with /∂/ vowel sound in Nepali language.

Sound in Nepali Transcription Meaning in English

[x] in initial position

xft /hat/ /ha:t/ hand

[x] in middle position
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hxfh /jahaj/ /∂ha:/ plane

[x] in final position

bx /daha/ /d∂h∂/ pond

tx /taha/ /t∂h∂/ layer
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Chapter – Five

Conclusion

5.1 Summary of the work

This research work is divided into five chapters. The first chapter is

introduction. It has encompassed the back ground, review of the literature, objectives

of the study, statement of the problem, methodology, significance of the study and

limitation of the study. Being a comparative study of English and Nepali fricative

consonants, it is necessary to know the relationship between both languages, which

belong to the same Indo-European family. So this chapter has tried to show the

relationship between these two languages. It has also shortly observed and analyzed

related previous works.

The second chapter has tried to identify the organ of speech which are used to

produce the fricative consonants. Because speech organs have essential role to

produce speech sounds. Lungs vocal cords tongue and lips are considered to be the

major organs of speech. Palate, teeth, nasal cavity, oral cavity, larynx, pharynx, etc.

also play important role to produce sound. Lungs, tongue and lower lips are the active

articulators for the production of speech sounds.

The third chapter is related with the classification of English and Nepali

fricatives. English has nine fricatives but Nepali has just two fricatives. They are

classified on the basis of place of articulation, manner of articulation and voicing.

According to that /f/ and /v/ are labio-dental / / and /ð/ are dental /s/ and /z/ are

alveolar, /∫/ and / / are palato alvealor and /h/ is glottal fricatives. Likewise /f/, / /,

/s/ , /∫/ and /h/ are voiceless and /v/, /ð/, /z/ and / / are voiced fricatives. They are

classified into fortis (voiceless) and Lenis (voiced) also.
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The fourth chapter is the comparative study of English and Nepali fricatives.

This chapter has compared the fricatives of both languages. English has nine

fricatives and Nepali has only two fricatives. There are only two common fricatives in

both languages. They are /s/ [; ] and /h/ [x]. Some Nepali sounds like [km ] , [e ], [y ],

[b ] or [h ] are heard like English fricatives /f/,/v/, / /, / ð / or /z/ but they are not

fricatives which has shown with examples . Nepali language has no labio-dentals

sound like in English. In Nepali there is lack of detailed study of all phonemic

variants of Nepali fricatives. We can’t find detailed description of all phonemic

variants of individual sounds in Nepali. This research has tried to present the

similarities and differences to possible extend.

The fifth chapter is the conclusion. It has attempted to present the gist of the

study.

5.2 Findings

This comparative study between English and Nepali fricatives has found out

both similarities and differences. I hope that the study is fruitful for the Nepali

learners who want to learn English fricatives but are facing various problems and vice

versa.

5.2.1 Similarities

The origin of English and Nepali languages is the same. They both belong to

Indo-European family. So we find some similarities between the languages.

I. Fricatives are found in both English and Nepali languages.

II. Both English and Nepali languages have classified the fricatives on the basis

of place of articulation, voicing and aspiration. On the basis of place of

articulation fricatives are sub- classified as alveolar and glottal fricatives.

Similarly, on the basis of voicing these sounds are classified as voiced and
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voiceless. And on the basis of aspiration they are classified as aspirated and

unaspirated.

III. The sound /s / and /h/ are mostly vocally common in both language.

5.2.2 Differences

Although English and Nepali languages both fall in the same Indo-European

family, there are a lot of differences between the languages. From the research, the

researcher has concluded the following differences of fricatives between English and

Nepali languages.

I. There are only two fricatives in Nepali but English has nine fricatives.

II. There is no any labio dental sound in Nepali.

III. The sound /f/ and /v/ are labio dental fricatives in English but bilabial plosives

in Nepali.

IV. The sounds /z/ is alveolar fricatives in English but plato-alveolar affricative in

Nepali.

V. The sounds / / and / ð /are dental fricatives in English but dental plosives in

Nepali.

VI. There are two fricatives /z/ and / / in English but only one affricative /z/ in

Nepali.

VII. There are two fricatives /s/ and /∫/ in English but Nepali has only one fricative

/s/.

VIII. English /h/ is voiceless but Nepali /h/ is voiced.
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